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Nutrition: fall in love with veggies that you ACTUALLY like

***Challenge: Find 2 new veggie recipes you love

Fitness: Fall in love with the process of exercising- if there isn't an

exercise you enjoy, pair it with something you DO enjoy to make the

overall experience better and one you want to repeat

***challenge: find 2 things you love about exercising and/or combine 2

things you already love with exercise

Environmental Health: Fall in love with a new space in your home

***Challenge: Pick one area to improve in décor, rejuvenation, or

transformation that you love!

Mental Health: Fall in love with bookending your day with positivity!

***Challenge: Pick a positive source of inspiration to consume every

morning and night to start your day with the right mindset and end it

with perspective

Social Health: Fall in love with giving!

***Challenge: Choose another way to give back and recognize how

good it makes you feel- choose something that you can fall in love

with and continue doing!

Spiritual Health: fall in love with setting and checking in on goals for

you life in every area! This keeps you on track to becoming the person you

want to be and a person you love!

***Challenge: Schedule regular appointments (weekly) to review

your goals- create an enjoyable atmosphere, so you want to continue

doing the checks! Set a reminder on your phone so you don't forget!

Concept of the month: Falling

in Love w/ a Healthy Lifestyle

Intellectual Health: Fall in love with a hobby!

***Challenge: Choose a hobby you enjoy and complete a project or

regularly include it in your routine



September
Challenge Checklist

Mental Health Goal:

Exercise Goal:

Nutrition Goal:

Environmental Health Goal:

Social Health Goal:

Spiritual Health Goal:

Intellectual Health Goal:

My 2 veggie dishes I actually enjoy are:

1) _____________________

2) _____________________

The 2 things I enjoy about exercise or already

enjoy and can combine with exercise are:

1) ______________________

2) ______________________

My morning source of positivity will be:

________________________.

MY evening source of positivity will be:

________________________.

The area in my house that I want to improve and

fall in love with this month is:

______________________.

My weekly goal checks are set as a reminder

in my phone! They will be at: _________ on

_________.

I will create an enjoyable atmosphere by:

______________________________.

The way I am going to give back to my community

this month that I LOVE is:

_______________________________

The hobby that I LOVE that  I am going to do this

month is: _____________. My project will be

to:

________________________________
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Health hack of the month:

**Hacking the Habit Loop!*

What is it?  The "Habit Loop" is a pyschology-based

model that explains the general process our brains

engage in whenever an adopted habit is prompted. 

How does it work? Our brain is prompted with a "cue"
that, in turn, signals the need for a "reward". The

"routine" we do to get this reward is usually a habit. It
can be bad or good.

How does it help? We can't hack the cue or reward thatwe desire because of it, but we can hack into the routine!If the routine is a bad habit (such as eating in responseto stress order to feel happiness/relief), we can replace itwith something similar (drinking coffee, tea, kombucha,chewing gum, drinking water, etc) and form a slightlydifferent, but healthier habit (or "routine" in its place! 


